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UCL Press Key Facts
First fully open access university press
Launched
June
2015

YEAR 1
20
BOOKS

YEAR 2
35
BOOKS

YEAR 3
50
BOOKS

Core aim: to publish scholarly monographs, textbooks
and journals
All books available as free
downloadable PDFs and in a
browser-based version, as well
as print sold through retail
channels at affordable prices.

Changing purpose of university presses

Measures of success – sales or dissemination?
Universities increasingly have to demonstrate the impact of their research
Via open access, books and journals reach a much wider global readership

It is in the university’s interest that its research is widely read and used
A Press extends and enhances the university’s reputation and supports its
wider activity – Press needs to align with institutional and wider HEI
strategies

Extended publishing strategy
Develop textbooks – in new research areas where there
is no current resource

Develop textbooks where current offerings are
unavailable, out of date or prohibitively expensive

Support anniversaries, institutional histories,
collections-based books

Support non-traditional research outputs eg BOOC

Support student publishing

Setting up OJS
OA journals platform (OJS) set up within UCL Library Services in 2011 as part of the
Jisc-funded EPICURE project

Started with three journals
Two PG student journals

One academic journal

Tropos and Slovo

The Journal of Bentham Studies

Originally hosted on local IT systems
Overlay journal - articles stored in UCL repository, UCL Discovery
No dedicated staff to manage or promote the service

Developments
UCL Press launched in June 2015 and took over management of OJS
Visibility of UCL Press encouraged more submissions

Number of student journals grew
Number of academic journals grew
Decided that local OJS was not sufficient for publishing academic journals
OJS now used for student journals only; academic journals published on Ingenta

Moved hosting of OJS to ULCC (University of London Computer Centre) in
order to have dedicated upgrades, hosting, tech support and development

Managing Student Journals
maintains OJS and undertakes the following:
OJS configuration – documentation for
UCL journals boards has been prepared
Training in upload of articles to Discovery
(via RPS)
Assigning DOIs for all published journal
articles on OJS and registering them with
CrossRef

Training in OJS functionality including
how to upload files
Support for overall design of site
Ensuring that journal articles are indexed
in Web of Science, Scopus and other
services
Advising on copyright

Providing administrative permissions on
OJS and UCL Discovery

ISSN management

Guidance on registering journals on the
Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)

Technical support using OJS

Managing Student Journals

Journal’s responsibility:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

To assign Creative Commons licenses to articles by their authors
To manage journal administration including establishment of editorial boards
To define journal editorial policies publish these on the journal home page
To write abstracts and keywords
To create author guidelines
To customise look and feel of individual journal pages
To manage submission, peer review, acceptance process, quality control and all editorial
decisions and pre-publication processes such as copyediting and typesetting
To be responsible for content, length of articles, frequency of publication and clearing of
permissions
To embed DOIs in the metadata and PDF of each journal article (DOIs available from
UCL Press)
To create and publish issues, managing all aspects of scheduling
To ensure a full handover to successive journal editors, where these change annually

Faculty Support
Crucial
Editorial support e.g. peer review, overall standards
General guidance and motivation
Support with the overall process and timelines
Academic support
Promotional support

The Journals

University Strategy

TEF (Teaching Excellence Framework)

Connected Curriculum

Supporting research as part of teaching

UCL 2034 Strategy: Integration of Research and Education is one of the six key themes:
‘A global leader in the integration of research and education, underpinning an inspirational
student experience’

Challenges
Hosting:
Cost – of hosting OJS
Or if internally hosted – getting adequate IT support

Staff: Time,
resource,
expertise

Students: Motivation
&
purpose

Succession
planning:
Continuity of
management eg
as students
leave

Future Developments
Student
Forums

Closer
management
of struggling
journals

Journals
Manager
appointed Jan.
2017 to manage
student and
academic
journals

Promotion of
student
journal offer
via Centre for
Advanced
Learning and
Teaching

Promotion

Closer
collaboration
with faculties
and
departments for
management
and promotion
support

Best
practice
and shared
experience

Internal
promotion
at UCL

